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The first application of spherical tokamaks (STs) is foreseen to be an intense fusion 

volume neutron source. The examples of such a device are the compact fusion neutron source 

(CFNS), component test facility and two-energy component spherical tokamak-reactor. A 

critical requirement for these applications of spherical tokamaks is good fast particle 

confinement, since fast ion losses can cause plasma facing material damage and can lead to 

deterioration of plasma heating, neutron yield and current drive, reducing commercial 

efficiency. 

It is important to create the model of plasma for prediction, analysis and creating full 

scale CFNS. One of the promising modes for CFNS is advanced tokamak with reversed shear 

(or AT mode). AT-like modes are usually obtained with early NBI-heating, when the neutral 

beam injection (NBI) starts at the plasma current ramp-up phase. 

A small aspect ratio Globus-M2 tokamak, which is result of Globus-M modernization, 

with the major radius R0=0.36 m, minor radius a=0.24 m, aspect ratio R/a~1.5 and vertical 

elongation k~1.8-2. The upgrade allowed to increase the plasma current up to 500 kA and the 

toroidal magnetic field up to 1 T. 

The original technique of the NBI-heating modelling using NUBEAM [1] is 

discussed. Obtained fast particle distribution function was used to estimate neutron emission 

and NPA signal with FIDASIM [2]. Comparison with experimental data is presented. The 

reason for including anomalous fast ion diffusion in the model is discussed. 
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